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IMAGINE
ð

To think of or create (something that is not always real) in your mind
To form a picture or idea in your mind of (something that may or may not be real or present
To have or form an idea or opinion

ð
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is
limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination
embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and
understand.” Albert Einstein

Imagine is a dream word

January-2016

To imagine gives you the opportunity to take the lid off your spirit and think of things that you can’t see
with your eyes. To imagine gives you the opportunity to challenge your assumptions about life and
yourself. Assumptions are not facts. With your imagination you can challenge your assumptions and
leave the current boundaries of your mind. Within your imagination there are no limits to possibilities.
Imagining allows you to go beyond what is already seen or known while giving you the opportunity to
make imagined dreams a reality.

Imagination is powerful

February-2016

The imagination sees beyond what is actually there. Without imagining you can’t see potential in front of
you. An imagination is cultivated in the mind with your heart’s help. Enjoy your imagination. Let it stir your
passion. The power of imagination allows you to dream. It allows you to become a visionary. Imagination
creates reality from fantasy. When at a dead end, an imagination allows you to create an unlocked door
to walk through.
Give me a dream. Give me a vision. I am not too young to learn and I am not too old to start a new
chapter with my imagination. Give me a dream and a vision for today and beyond. Memories hold the
past. I want to be part of the future. My imagination lives for today and all the tomorrows.

Imagination is a faith word

March-2016

Live in the invisible through your faith and imagination. Look beyond what you can see to find new
adventures and possibilities. Most people allow reality to dictate their dreams. You can alter this process
by allowing your dreams to give life to a new reality. Try living in a balanced dimension of dreams and
reality. You are never too old to believe and imagine. The essence of faith gives you the ability to be
productive and faith is the substance of hope and the foundation of imagination.

Imagination is moved forward by faith

April-2016

For we walk by faith, not by sight. 2 Corinthians 5:7
Faith enables us to treat dreams as reality. Faith goes into the future and brings dreams back as reality.
Faith opens our eyes and receives the impossible. Faith opens our hearts and allows us to visualize
things that haven’t happened. Faith opens our arms to receive things that seem impossible. Faith is to
believe what we do not see and the benefit of this faith is to see what we believe. Faith is the power that
creates things out of nothing. Faith moves into the realm that doesn’t have the tangibles or visual guides.
Faith is the spiritual component that allows our imagination to wonder into what is yet to be. When we
imagine we use our faith to confirm that the imagined can and may become real.

Imagination is a spiritual thought

May-2016

Open your heart and mind to spiritual guidance and direction. God’s thoughts for us are those of peace
and loving-kindness. Receive his thoughts as you live each day. Use his thoughts as your road map.
• Imagine God’s thoughts for you.
• Imagine His intentions for your life
• Imagine His purpose for your life
• Imagine His designs for your life
• Imagine His dreams for your life
Imagine yourself on the path that God has created just for you. Imagine vast joy as you move forward,
step-by-step.

Imagination is a flow between creativity and reality

June-2016

As the weather warms and your mind goes toward summer activities give your imagination a cleansing
stream of comfort and peace. Don’t dwell on opinions. They are not facts. Live in a positive mindset that
creates energy and passion. Redirect selfish thoughts, past disappointments and the urge to give up your
dreams. You imagination gives you the opportunity to push on. Unlock the doors to your mind and move
forward.

Imagination is a spiritual word

July-2016

Imagine and seek out a spiritual partner that will empower you. You can imagine that your life has been
prepared for you. You can imagine that there is a spiritual partner guiding you along your personal path.
Listen and watch for the cues that signal spiritual empowerment. These cues are aiming at a bulls eye.
Imagine the target. Is your aim straight? Are you aiming at the right target, the one that has your name on
it? Use your imagination to engage your spiritual partner. Embrace the spirit within you. Trust your
intuition (thoughts, feelings, and desires that are initiated by your imagination and your spiritual partner.)
Use your imagination in communion with your spiritual partner. Communion happens when your mind is
communicating with your spiritual partner via faith and spirituality. It is powered by your imagination. The
third element of a spiritual partnership is your conscience. The conscience is an inner guide that approves
or disapproves decisions that we make. Your spiritual partner is available before and after a decision or
action. Use you imagination to determine what your spiritual partner knows is best for you.

Imagination is in partnership with a spiritual partner

August-2016

Imagining allows us to receive the dreams that our spiritual partner has for us. The partnership allows us
to see the future without restrictions or limitations. Imagining lifts the lid off your mind so that your
conscious can be clear and free to discard old assumptions, feelings, regrets, fears and all else that has
previously held you back.

Imagination is a vision word

September-2016

“The greatest tragedy in life is to have sight but no vision” Helen Keller
If you do not see with your mind, your eyes and your heart you will only stumble through life and there will
be no clear direction or life markers that identify your passions and uniqueness. Take responsibility for your
dreams and decisions. Your dreams and decisions should carry you through life in a direction that leads you
to an end that says…what a journey, if I had to do it over again, I would do it the same way.
Imagining should bring wonder to your spirit, inspire perseverance, give definition to goals and purpose.
Imagination is challenged by distractions, a cluttered mind, weariness, lack of motivation, negativity,
discouragement, bitterness, and the unwillingness to tune in to your spiritual partner. Rooting your
imagination in a clear and open mind can lead you on a lifetime path of wellbeing and joy.

Imagination requires perseverance

October-2016

People with no vision have no perseverance, direction, or spiritual partner. People with little vision have little
imagination and limited faith. Their options and opportunities are never developed to a mature or complete
vision. People with vague vision are hindered by confusion and ill-defined goals. Their spiritual compass
has no clear direction. They never focus on strengthening their beliefs or plan of action. Blurred vision
seems to be all this group can manage. People with someone else’s vision are those who live in the world
that someone else has told them is best. If you are making decisions and acting as others have encouraged
or expected but have no passion for this method of living, consider expanding your vision to include what
you want to do to be completely fulfilled. Use your imagination to make yourself into what you and your
spiritual partner envision you to be and do.

Imagination is a miracle word

November-2016

Two major ingredients of a miracle are a spiritual partnership and an imagination. For a miracle to appear
you must be prepared to step out of your comfort zone and imagine far beyond what you think is possible.
Start believing in a miracle life. Start living a miracle life. Start dreaming big. Start asking big…your spiritual
partner has your life planned. Dream, imagine, ask, listen, watch and do. This is the season of miracles.
Don’t be so afraid of failure that you don’t take a leap of faith past the edge of reality and into the realm of
imagination.

Imagination is a miracle life

December-2016

With a spiritual partner you can have a life of miracles. Live your life with an open mind and an open heart
so you can receive all the miracles that are available to you. Dream and imagine. As you look ahead think
about these questions that you would ask yourself on your last day. What did my life add up to? What did I
live for? What difference did I make in the world? Who will remember me and what will they say? What will I
leave behind that is greater than me? Your dreams and imagination should carry you through the rest of
your life. The hope is that you can say, “What a journey! If I had it to do over again, I would do it the same”.
Now, with the next year coming soon, consider your answers to the questions above. Use your dreams and
imaginations and make the changes needed to live your life filled with miracles.

